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ABSTRACT

Detecting recurring vulnerabilities has become a popular means of
static vulnerability detection in recent years because they do not
require labor-intensive vulnerability modeling. Recently, a body
of work, with HiddenCPG as a representative, has redefined the
problem of statically identifying recurring vulnerabilities as the sub-
graph isomorphism problem. More specifically, these approaches
represent known vulnerable code as graph-based structures (e.g.,
PDG or CPG), and then identify subgraphs within target appli-
cations that match the vulnerable graphs. However, since these
methods are highly sensitive to changes in the code graph, they
may miss a significant number of recurring vulnerabilities with
slight code differences from known vulnerabilities.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach, namely RecurScan,
which can accurately detect recurring vulnerabilities with resilience
to code differences. To achieve this goal, RecurScan works around
security patches and symbolic tracking techniques, detecting re-
curring vulnerabilities by comparing symbolic expressions and
selective constraints between the target applications and known
vulnerabilities. Benefiting from this design, RecurScan can toler-
ate the code differences arising from complex data or control flows
within the applications. We evaluated RecurScan on 200 popu-
lar PHP web applications using 184 known vulnerability patches.
The results demonstrate that RecurScan discovered 232 previously
unknown vulnerabilities, 174 of which were assigned CVE identi-
fiers, outperforming state-of-the-art approach (i.e., HiddenCPG) by
25.98% in precision and 87.09% in recall.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, PHP web applications have become an inte-
gral part of people’s daily lives. According to the statistics [4], over
79.2% of online websites are developed using PHP, including many
well-known applications such as Facebook [5] and Spotify [7]. How-
ever, when providing various useful services, PHP web applications
are also exposed to significant security risks. It is reported that,
approximately, every 39 seconds, an attack against web applications
occurs [3]. Even worse, it is predicted that by 2025, the damages
caused by web attacks will reach a staggering 10.5 trillion USD [2].

To safeguard websites from attacks, static analysis techniques
have been commonly used to detect vulnerabilities in web applica-
tions [12, 14–16, 21, 28, 30, 40, 43]. In particular, vulnerabilities are
reported when untrusted inputs (a.k.a, sources) have not undergone
sanitization along the paths leading to security-sensitive functions
(a.k.a, sinks). However, these works often require accurate model-
ing of the faulty sanitization logic for different vulnerability types,
which requires significant expert experience and is prone to errors
(e.g., incorrect sanitization modeling [26, 44, 45]).

To mitigate these limitations, previous works [20, 22, 25, 27,
29, 45, 46] have introduced an alternative approach. Considering
that vulnerable code frequently propagates due to the common
programming habits of developers, such as copy-and-paste pro-
gramming or making similar coding mistakes, this line of work
recasts the problem of static vulnerability identification as recur-
ring vulnerability detection. Based on this idea, these approaches
automatically extract various vulnerability causes from numerous
known vulnerabilities and then discover recurring vulnerabilities
by detecting the presence of extracted causes in target applications.
In this way, these approaches sidestep the labor-intensive task of
manually modeling while achieving good accuracy.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3589334.3645530
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HiddenCPG [45], as a representative work on recurring vulner-
ability detection for PHP web applications, has successfully iden-
tified numerous severe vulnerabilities. HiddenCPG first converts
known vulnerabilities into code property graphs (𝐶𝑃𝐺vuln) by static
analysis [12]. Then it detects recurring vulnerabilities by strictly
requiring the CPG of the target program to include an isomorphism
subgraph of 𝐶𝑃𝐺vuln. Nevertheless, HiddenCPG might miss a sig-
nificant number of genuine recurring vulnerabilities due to its strict
isomorphic subgraph matching approach. The underlying reason
is that the CPG-based matching is highly sensitive to code differ-
ences. Usually, after copying the vulnerable code, the developer also
makes minor adjustments to fit the context of the target application.
Under these circumstances, despite two pieces of code sharing iden-
tical vulnerability causes, the slight code differences between them
will change their code graphs at various levels (e.g., the numbers
of nodes and edges), leading to failures in isomorphic subgraph
matching. Due to this limitation, HiddenCPG only achieved a recall
of 53.45% in our ground truth, which consists of 232 real-world
vulnerabilities.

In light of this, we aim to build a system to accurately detect
recurring vulnerabilities in PHP web applications. The most sig-
nificant challenge to achieve this goal is how to tolerate the code
differences between known vulnerabilities and similar vulnerable code.
On one hand, the copied code may change the implementations
of the vulnerable data flow. Thus, the ideal recurring vulnerability
detection should tolerate the different implementations of the same
vulnerable data flow. On the other hand, the copied code may intro-
duce new conditional statements, some of which perform security
checks while others serve for business logic. Ignoring newly intro-
duced security checks may falsely report protected vulnerable code
as vulnerabilities. Therefore, the ideal recurring vulnerability detec-
tion should be sensitive to the newly introduced security-related
constraints while not being corrupted by irrelevant constraints.

In this paper, we propose RecurScan, a novel approach for re-
curring vulnerability detection. Similar to most existing approaches,
RecurScan first generates signatures for known vulnerabilities and
then performs recurring vulnerability detection. To tackle the above
problems, RecurScan features two new techniques, i.e., symbolic
vulnerable data flowmatching and selective safe control flow check-
ing. First, inspired by existing researches [36, 47, 48], RecurScan
calculates the symbolic expressions of sink parameters via symbolic
tracking to represent the data flow cause of known vulnerabilities.
When detecting recurring vulnerabilities, RecurScan locates po-
tential vulnerability by matching the symbolic expressions for the
sinks of the same vulnerability type in the target applications. With
the symbol-based matching, RecurScan can match the same vul-
nerable data flow under different implementations. Second, given
that the constraints introduced by security patches are typically de-
signed for vulnerability fixing, RecurScan extracts safe constraints
by analyzing the patch modifications. When discovering a poten-
tial vulnerability in the target applications, RecurScan further
inspects whether the vulnerable code has been protected by safe
constraints to avoid false positives. This selective checking policy
allows RecurScan to avoid interference from security-independent
constraints in the target program. In summary, these two new tech-
niques enable RecurScan to tackle the code differences between

the vulnerable version and the target version, which improves the
effectiveness of recurring vulnerability detection.

We implemented a prototype of RecurScan targeting injection-
based vulnerabilities in PHP web applications. Before conducting
the detection, RecurScan first automatically constructed a signa-
ture database from 184 known vulnerability patches, which includes
249 vulnerable expressions and 27 safe constraints. We then ap-
plied RecurScan to 200 popular PHP web applications to evaluate
its effectiveness. It turns out that RecurScan successfully iden-
tified 232 vulnerabilities with only 19 false positives. As of now,
we have received 174 CVE identifiers. In addition, we compared
RecurScan with the state-of-the-art approach, HiddenCPG. The
results demonstrate that RecurScan outperforms HiddenCPG by
25.98% in precision and 87.09% in recall.

In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper:
• We propose a novel approach that can accurately detect recurring
vulnerabilities with resilience to code differences.

• We implemented a prototype of RecurScan1 and evaluated its
effectiveness in 200 popular PHP web applications. As a result,
we found 232 vulnerabilities with 174 CVE identifiers assigned.

• We compareRecurScanwithHiddenCPG, and the results demon-
strate that RecurScan outperforms the state-of-the-art approach
by 25.98% in precision and 87.09% in recall.

2 OVERVIEW

2.1 Problem Statement

Given that vulnerable code often propagates across applications,
many works [20, 22, 24, 25, 35, 45, 46] have been devoted to detect-
ing recurring vulnerabilities via static analysis. HiddenCPG [45] is
the state-of-the-art approach which aims to detect recurring vul-
nerabilities in PHP web applications. The core idea of HiddenCPG
is to extract vulnerability causes from known vulnerabilities and to
detect vulnerability by solving an isomorphism subgraph matching
problem. Benefiting from its novel design, HiddenCPG does not
require manual modeling of vulnerability causes, which is a great
challenge for traditional static analysis. Specifically, for a given vul-
nerable code snippet, HiddenCPG transforms it into a code property
graph (𝐶𝑃𝐺vuln). During the vulnerability detection, HiddenCPG
strictly requires the code property graph of the target program
to include the isomorphic subgraphs of 𝐶𝑃𝐺vuln to determine the
presence of recurring vulnerabilities in the target program.
Limitations: Although HiddenCPG detects many severe vulnera-
bilities with good precision, we found that it still has great limita-
tions and might miss a large number of recurring vulnerabilities. In
particular, HiddenCPG’s detection strategy requires that unknown
vulnerabilities have CPG subgraphs that strictly match those of
known vulnerabilities. Apparently, this detection strategy is very
sensitive to code changes that affect the CPG graph. That is, any
minor code difference between the known vulnerability and a re-
curring vulnerability will cause the isomorphic subgraph matching
to fail, resulting in HiddenCPG missing the recurring vulnerability.
Unfortunately, developers often make some adjustments after copy-
ing the vulnerable code, thus rendering HiddenCPG ineffective.

1We have open-sourced the prototype at https://github.com/seclab-fudan/RecurScan

https://github.com/seclab-fudan/RecurScan
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    <?php

    $id = $_GET['id'];

    echo '<a> current id:' . $id . '</a>';

    ?>

   

    <?php

    $id = $_GET['id'];

    $content = '<a> current id:' . $id . '</a>';

    echo $content;

    ?>

   

    <?php

    $id = $_GET['id'];

    if ($id === 0) {

        echo 'You are in Debug module';

    }

    echo '<a> current id:' . $id . '</a>';

    ?>
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b) Target Code Snippet I a) Vulnerable Code Snippet c) Target Code Snippet II

Simplified Target CPG ISimplified Vulnerable CPG Simplified Target CPG II
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Figure 1: Three code snippets with exactly consistent vulnerability semantics. Note: lines on a light yellow background represent

vulnerable code; the red arrows represent control-flow edges; the blue arrows represent data-flow edges;

Examples:We take two typical scenarios of code adjustments as
examples to further specify the limitations of HiddenCPG. Figure 1
(a) depicts a piece of PHP code with an XSS vulnerability. This
code permits the untrusted variable $id to be directly embedded
into HTML content without any form of sanitization or validation,
allowing attackers to inject malicious JavaScript code and exploit
the vulnerability. Figure 1 (b) and (c) show the code snippets that
share the exact same vulnerability logic as (a) but with slight code
differences in data-flow assignments (line 3 in (b)) or irrelevant
control-flow statements (lines 3-5 in (c)). When we input (a) as the
known vulnerable code snippet into HiddenCPG, it fails to match
the recurring vulnerability in (b) and (c) because HiddenCPG is
poorly tolerant of CPG changes. The detailed reasons are as follows:

❶ Difference introduced by different assignments. It is usual that
the sink parameters with the same vulnerable value ranges may
have different assignment statements in various programs, resulting
in significant differences in the code property graphs. As illustrated
in Figure 1 (a) and (b), the former developers chose to directly con-
catenate $id with strings and output it into the HTML content,
while the latter assigned the entire value to the $content variable
before outputting it. However, even these minor code differences
can lead to entirely different code property graphs: the simplified
code property graph of (b) contains more nodes and edges com-
pared to (a). These differences make HiddenCPG struggle to match
isomorphic subgraphs and miss obvious recurring vulnerabilities.

❷ Difference introduced by irrelevant control-flow statements. Af-
ter copying the vulnerable code, developers usually insert some new
statements that change the control flow. Even if these statements
are unrelated to the vulnerability, they would lead to significant
differences in the code property graphs. As shown in Figure 1
(c), the code snippet has exactly the same vulnerable code as (a),
without any differences. However, HiddenCPG fails to match the
vulnerability due to the code differences that result from irrelevant
control-flow statements in lines 3-5. In fact, lines 3-5 implement
an if-conditional block, which outputs a specific message when
the user inputs the value of $id as "0". These lines of code should
not be considered during the vulnerability matching because they
do not modify the values of the source $id, nor do they affect the
execution of the subsequent sink echo.

2.2 Our Idea

In summary, injection-based vulnerabilities are usually caused by
a lack of protection in two aspects of the source-to-sink path: (1)
the source lacks appropriate data-flow sanitization before reaching
the sink; (2) the sink lacks sufficient control-flow constraints before
execution. Thus, precisely representing the cause of known vul-
nerabilities requires considering both the data flow information of
the sink parameters and important control flow constraints before
the sink. In addition, to address the limitations of HiddenCPG, we
aim to represent and match known vulnerabilities in a way that is
tolerant to code changes. However, there are two main challenges
to achieving this.
• Challenge-I: Different implementations for the same data flow.
As mentioned earlier, the data flow of sink parameters on the
source-to-sink path is an important factor in modeling vulnerabil-
ity causes. Many vulnerability detection approaches [23, 27, 45]
leverage graph-based structures (e.g., PDG, CPG, DDG) to rep-
resent the data flow information. However, as discussed in §2.1,
such graph-based representation is sensitive to the implemen-
tations of data flow. That is, different implementations for the
same data flow correspond to different graph-based representa-
tions, which leads to FN in recurring vulnerability detection. As
illustrated in Figure 1 (a) and (b), although the value of the sink
parameter in the target program remains unchanged, HiddenCPG
generates different CPGs for the two pieces of code due to the
newly introduced assignment (line 3 in Figure 1 (b)), resulting in
missing the vulnerability. Therefore we need to introduce a new
representation of data flow that will not be affected by different
implementations.

• Challenge-II: Irrelevant control-flow statements. The control flow
constraint on the sink-to-source path is another important factor
to consider when detecting recurring vulnerabilities. Though the
data flow on the sink-to-source path within the target program
is the same as that of a known vulnerability, it may have been
safeguarded by control-flow constraints (such as preventing path
traversal vulnerabilities by checking for illegal characters ".." or
"/" in the filename or path.). However, there might be many new
control flow statements around the copied vulnerable code, most
of which are irrelevant to the vulnerability cause. Thus taking all
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control-flow statements along the source-to-sink path in the tar-
get program for matching recurring vulnerabilities will introduce
a lot of missing reports. In a word, filtering irrelevant control
flow statements while preserving security-relevant control flow
constraints is challenging for vulnerability matching.

Solution: To address the above challenges, we introduce two new
techniques. First, inspired by previous works [36, 47, 48], we uti-
lize symbolic tracking techniques to precisely represent the data
flow of known vulnerabilities and introduce symbolic vulnera-

ble data flow matching to detect recurring vulnerabilities. This
representation and matching scheme is not affected by different
implementations of the same data flow. Second, in light of the obser-
vation that the control flow constraints introduced by the security
patches are key to blocking the vulnerability, we propose selec-
tive safe control flow checking to check whether the vulnerable
code in the target program is blocked by control flow constraints.
The checking extracts critical constraints from the patched ver-
sion, so it is not affected by vulnerability-independent control-flow
statements. Specifically, our approach works on two main fronts:

❶ Symbolic vulnerable data flow matching. To simultaneously
achieve precision in representation and tolerance for differences,
our approach leverages forward symbolic tracking to calculate the
range of values when the source reaches the sink, represented by
expressions composed of various symbols. When a similar source-
to-sink path is identified in the target application, our approach
computes symbolic expressions for both the sink of known vul-
nerability and that of the target application and then determines
whether they match by computing the similarity of the symbolic
expressions for each sink parameter. If the symbolic expressions for
each sink parameter match, it means that the data flow cause of the
known vulnerability is present in the target program, indicating
the potential presence of a recurring vulnerability.

❷ Selective safe control flow checking. After matching a potential
vulnerability, we further inspect the control flow constraints in the
target program to determine whether the recurring vulnerability
has been fixed. To filter out the irrelevant control flow statements,
we propose a selective approach that centers on the patching behav-
iors of known vulnerabilities. In general, control-flow constraints
newly introduced in security patches are designed to fix known
vulnerabilities. Our approach extracts these constraints by ana-
lyzing patch modifications. During vulnerability detection, when
such constraints manifest on the source-to-sink paths in the target
program, it suggests that the path may remain unaffected by the
known vulnerability, and vice versa, it suggests that a recurring
vulnerability exists.

In summary, if there exists a path within the target program that
shares similar vulnerable expressions with known vulnerabilities
and lacks any safe constraints introduced in security patches, our
approach will report it as a recurring vulnerability.

2.3 Running Example

We use a real-world example to further illustrate how RecurScan
accurately detects recurring vulnerabilities using known vulnera-
bility patches. Figure 2 depicts the overall workflow of RecurScan.
The Vulnerability: The input to RecurScan is a security patch for
CVE-2019-14530 (Figure 2 (a)), an arbitrary file read vulnerability
reported in OpenEMR 5.0.2. The root cause of the vulnerability is

that the parameter ($finalZip) of readfile() (line 11) can be con-
trolled by an attacker, allowing directory traversal (e.g., "../../")
for reading arbitrary files. The developers fixed the vulnerability
by introducing a new control-flow constraint to check whether the
user input file name contains illegal characters (lines 7-9).
Signature Generation: For the given patch, RecurScan employs
a four-step process to construct signatures for recurring vulnerabil-
ity detection. First, RecurScan identifies the vulnerability contexts
by employing various static analysis techniques on the patch modi-
fications, such as forward taint propagation and backward slicing.
This initial step effectively removes vulnerability-irrelevant code,
ensuring the accuracy of vulnerability signature generation in sub-
sequent steps (Figure 2 (b)). Second, RecurScan performs forward
symbolic tracking along the source-to-sink path to calculate the
symbolic expression for each sink parameter ($finalZip). The step
can represent $finalZip as a clear expression, thereby mitigating
the impact of code differences in data flow assignments for subse-
quent matching. Third, RecurScan collects the newly introduced
condition statements as control flow constraints by analyzing the
differences in the vulnerability context between the vulnerable
and patched versions. Finally, RecurScan normalizes the data-flow
expression and control-flow constraint to derive the vulnerability
signature (Figure 2 (c)).
Vulnerability Detection: Regarding the recurring vulnerability
detection, RecurScan primarily focuses on sinks of the same type
as the known vulnerability in the target program (e.g., readfile()
and unlink() for arbitrary file operations). In all, RecurScan lever-
ages a four-step approach to detect recurring vulnerabilities for
these potential target sinks. First, RecurScan excludes target sinks
whose parameters are constants or whose number of parameters
do not match the known vulnerability sinks. Second, for the re-
maining target sinks, RecurScan performs backward slicing on
its parameters to locate the sources and further slices the inter-
ested code contexts of the target sinks. Third, RecurScan performs
forward symbolic tracking to calculate the data-flow expressions
and control-flow constraints among these interested code contexts.
Finally, RecurScan detects recurring vulnerability by checking
whether the expressions and constraints of the target sinks satisfy
the following two conditions: (1) target expressions are sufficiently
similar to the vulnerable expressions in the signatures; (2) target
constraints do not include any safe constraints from the same vul-
nerability type within the signatures. As shown in Figure 2 (d),
RecurScan successfully matched the similar code in lh-ehr using
the vulnerable expression from the known vulnerability in Open-
EMR. However, since the target program already includes the safe
control-flow constraint (line 3) that provides the same protection
as the patch introduced, RecurScan does not report this case as
a vulnerability. On an older version (before v4.1.0) of lh-ehr, the
target sink was not protected by the constraint and our approach
successfully detects the recurring vulnerability.

3 RECURSCAN

In this section, we provide a detailed description of how RecurScan
works. Overall, RecurScan consists of three key modules. The Vul-
nerability Context Slicing (§3.1) module slices the code related to
the cause of known vulnerabilities as the vulnerability context by
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a) Security Patch for CVE-2019-14530 of OpenEMR
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    <?php

    $qrda_file_path = $GLOBALS['OE_SITE_DIR'] . 

                                            "/documents/cqm_qrda/";

    $reportID = $_POST['reportID'];

    $ruleID = $_POST['ruleID'];

    $fileName = $_GET['fileName'];

    if(isset($fileName)){

+      if (preg_match('/[^A-Za-z0-9_.-]/',$fileName)) {

+          die("ERROR: invalid characters.");

+      }

        $finalZip = $qrda_file_path . $fileName;

        readfile($finalZip);

    }

    ?>

b) Vulnerability Context Slicing

    <?php

    $qrda_file_path = $GLOBALS['OE_SITE_DIR'] . 

                                        "/documents/cqm_qrda/";

 

    

    $fileName = $_GET['fileName'];

    if(isset($fileName)){

+      if (preg_match('/[^A-Za-z0-9_.-]/',$fileName)) {

        $finalZip = $qrda_file_path . $fileName;

        readfile($finalZip);

    }

    ?> d) Similar code in lh-ehr

<?php

$fileName = $_GET['file'];

if (preg_match('/[^A-Za-z0-9_.-]/',$fileName)) {

      die("ERROR: invalid characters.");

}

$filepath = $GLOBALS['hylafax_basedir'] . 

                                             '/recvq/' . $fileName;

...

unlink($filepath);

?>

c) Vulnerability Signature Generation

Data-flow Expression:

$GLOBALS['O...R'] . "/do...da/" . $_GET['fileName']

Control-flow Constraint:

if (preg_match('/[^A-Za-z0-9_.-]/', $var))

$Global        .        Constant       .         $Source

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure 2: The running example of how RecurScan leverages security patches to detect recurring vulnerabilities. Note: the lines

on a light yellow background represent vulnerable code; the lines on a light green background represent security constraints.

analyzing the patch modifications. The Vulnerability Signature Gen-
eration (§3.2)module constructs the signature for each vulnerability
by calculating the data-flow expressions from the vulnerable ver-
sion and extracting the newly introduced control-flow constraints
from the patched version. The module helps to construct a vulnera-
bility signature database from a large number of known vulnerabil-
ities. The Recurring Vulnerability Detection (§3.3) module leverages
the signature database to accurately search unknown recurring
vulnerabilities in target applications.

3.1 Vulnerability Context Slicing

First of all, RecurScan identifies the code contexts of known vul-
nerabilities and slices related code for later analysis. In particular,
the slicing consists of the following three steps.
Step I: Patch Context Analyzing. Since the security patches tend
to enhance the protection of sinks around the vulnerable code,
RecurScan first locates the patch context for further vulnerability
context analysis. Particularly, RecurScan performs taint propa-
gation from the patch modification lines and collects all tainted
statements as patch context. RecurScan propagates the taint itera-
tively from two aspects:

• Data-flow propagation: Security patches typically sanitize the
source (i.e., untrusted input) to fix vulnerabilities, implying that
the variables modified by patches might be related to the cause
of the vulnerability. Therefore, RecurScan taints all variables
in patch modifications and collects all their usage through data
dependency analysis.

• Control-flow propagation: Another common patching behavior is
to introduce conditional statements to interrupt the malicious ex-
ecution in advance (e.g., lines 6-9 in Figure 2 (a)), thus protecting
sensitive sinks in subsequent code. As a result, RecurScan taints
the statements guarded by conditional statements introduced by
the patch through control flow analysis.

Step II: Source & Sink Locating. RecurScan proceeds to identify
the sources and sinks of known vulnerabilities from the patch
context. Drawing on previous work that models various PHP built-
in sinks for different vulnerability types [12], RecurScan employs
the same approach to identify the sinks among the patch context
code. Then, for each sink, RecurScan performs backward slicing

on its parameter until any one of the three types of variables is
reached, i.e., global variables, super-global variables, and constants.
These identified variables are then considered the sources of the
known vulnerabilities.
Step III: Vulnerability Context Slicing. Finally, RecurScan
slices the context code of a known vulnerability by performing
forward analysis from the identified sources to sinks. During this
process, RecurScan pays attention to two types of statements:
assignment statements and control-flow statements. RecurScan
takes such statements into the vulnerability context only if they
have direct or indirect data-flow dependencies on the sources. For
example, as illustrated in Figure 2, for the given patches,RecurScan
identifies lines 2, 5, 6, 10, and 11 as the vulnerability context in the
vulnerable version.

In addition, although the patch context analysis has already ex-
cluded much vulnerability-irrelevant code, the sink localization in
step II may still introduce false positives due to the conservatism of
static analysis. To eliminate such incorrect sinks, RecurScan refers
to the patched version. In particular, since the security patches only
enhance protection for real vulnerability sinks, the vulnerability
contexts sliced from the correct sink on the vulnerable version
and the patched version must be different. Therefore, for each pair
of sink and source, RecurScan performs slicing on both vulnera-
ble and patched versions and eliminates false sinks by comparing
whether the two slices are different.

3.2 Vulnerability Signature Generation

Following the idea presented in §2.2, RecurScan generates a signa-
ture for each known vulnerability by modeling both the data flow
expression and control flow constraints. In particular, the signature
generation consists of the following three steps.
Step I: Symbolic Expression Calculating. As introduced in §2.2,
RecurScan aims to represent the vulnerable data flow of the known
vulnerability (i.e., the data flow of each sink parameter) with sym-
bolic expressions. To calculate the symbolic expression for the
sink parameters, RecurScan performs symbolic tracking along
the source-to-sink path contained in the vulnerability context.
More concretely, RecurScan follows the control-flow edges from
the source-to-sink path. Once reaching an assignment statement,
RecurScan iteratively propagates the symbolic representations to
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denote the assigned variables through data dependency analysis. Fi-
nally, upon reaching the sink, RecurScan calculates the symbolic
expression that represents each sink parameter. As a result, the
symbolic expression only consists of the function name and three
types of symbolic variables, which are global variables, super-global
variables, and constants (i.e., the sources of the vulnerability). Thus,
this representation method could tolerate certain code changes (e.g.,
different assignment processes as shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b))
between two versions of the vulnerable code.
Step II: Safe Constraint Extracting. To accurately model the con-
trol flow constraints of a vulnerability, RecurScan only extracts the
safe control flow constraints used for security protection along the
source-to-sink path while filtering out the irrelevant ones. The in-
sight of RecurScan’s extracting is that only the constraints newly
introduced by security patches are specifically intended to fix the
vulnerabilities. In particular, RecurScan compares the vulnerabil-
ity context extracted from vulnerable and patched versions and
locates the control-flow statements introduced by the patch. For
these newly introduced control-flow statements, RecurScan col-
lects their conditional statements as safe control-flow constraints.
For instance, as shown in Figure 2 (a), RecurScan considers only
line 7 as a control-flow constraint and disregards line 6.
Step III: Signature Generation. After obtaining the symbolic
expression and safe constraints, RecurScan generates the vul-
nerability signature through normalization. In particular, for the
symbolic expressions, RecurScan normalizes its symbolic vari-
ables while retaining the function names. Specifically, RecurScan
normalizes global variables to $Global, super-global variables to
$Source, and constants to Constant. Regarding the control-flow
constraints, RecurScan only normalizes the variables in condi-
tional statements with $var while preserving constant strings, as
they may represent regular expressions or black/white lists used
for security protection. Such normalization strengthens the gener-
ality of the vulnerability signatures, making them tolerant of code
changes such as variable renaming.
Signature Database Construction: Following the signature gen-
eration method, RecurScan constructs a signature database con-
taining hundreds of known vulnerabilities. To speed up the match-
ing process, RecurScan classifies all normalized expressions and
constraints based on their vulnerability types when constructing
the database. In addition, RecurScan also removes duplicate ex-
pressions and constraints within the same vulnerability type.

3.3 Recurring Vulnerability Detection

Considering that the same vulnerability type involves similar sink
functions, RecurScan analyzes the target program for each vul-
nerability type and detects recurring vulnerabilities belonging to
that type. For each vulnerability type, RecurScan first locates all
the potential sinks within the target applications (e.g., echo, print
or printf for XSS vulnerability) and employs backward slicing
to locate the corresponding sources. Then, RecurScan employs
a similar process as introduced in §3.2 to calculate the data-flow
expressions (𝐷target) and control-flow constraints (𝐶target) for each
source-to-sink path. Finally, RecurScan tries to match them with
the vulnerability signatures (i.e., the symbolic expressions 𝐷vuln

and the safe constraints 𝐶safe) of the same type of vulnerabilities
in the signature database.

In particular, RecurScan only reports a recurring vulnerability
if there is a known vulnerability such that the target source-to-
sink path meets the following criteria: (1) For each sink parameter,
the text similarity between the target expression 𝐷target and vul-
nerability expression 𝐷vuln is greater than a threshold 𝑇 . (2) The
control-flow constraints 𝐶target does not contain any safe con-
straints of𝐶safe. The𝑇 represents a predefined similarity threshold,
which enables RecurScan to be resilient to code differences in
the target applications while maintaining its accuracy. In this way,
RecurScan can precisely match potential recurring vulnerabilities
while also tolerating code differences.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Experimental Setup

Prototype. We implemented a prototype of RecurScan, which
consists of 5,275 lines of Python code. The prototype is built upon
PHPJoern [12] and performs various static program analyses using
CPG queries onNeo4j [11]. TheVulnerability Context Slicingmodule
utilizes the GitPython library to identify patch modifications on
GitHub [10]. In the Recurring Vulnerability Detection module, we
employ the Jaro distance algorithm [8] and have set the similarity
threshold to 0.95 to allow for precise matching while also tolerating
code differences.
Experiments. Our evaluation is organized by answering the fol-
lowing research questions:

• RQ1: How effective is RecurScan in automatically generating
vulnerability signatures?

• RQ2: How effective is RecurScan in detecting recurring vulner-
abilities in real-world applications?

• RQ3: How accurate is RecurScan compared to the state-of-the-
art approaches?

• RQ4: How efficient is RecurScan in performing the end-to-end
analysis?

Known Vulnerability Dataset. RecurScan requires known vul-
nerability patches as input to automatically construct the signa-
ture database for recurring vulnerability detection. To maintain
the quality of the patch collection, we follow two criteria: (1) the
known vulnerability should be of the injection-based type and have
been disclosed within the past 5 years, with corresponding security
patches available; (2) the application in which the vulnerability
is discovered should be implemented in PHP and possess a suffi-
cient level of popularity, defined as having more than 100 stars on
GitHub [10]. Specifically, we use a crawler with several keywords
(e.g., "PHP", "XSS" or "SQL") to search for CVEs from the NVD (i.e.,
National Vulnerability Database) [9]. As a result, we successfully
collect 228 CVEs that satisfy our criteria. Then, we manually fil-
tered out 44 CVEs for their patches that unmet the requirements
of subsequent analysis, including 31 CVEs whose patches fix the
vulnerability by modifying non-PHP files and 13 CVEs for which
PHPJoern failed to parse their patches. In all, our known vulnera-
bility dataset consists of 184 known vulnerability patches from 42
widely-used PHP applications.
Testing Dataset. Regarding the testing set, we collect the latest
version of 200 PHP web applications from GitHub. The selection
criteria are also that all of these applications should be sufficiently
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Table 1: Breakdown of the detected vulnerabilities.

Baseline Type-1 Type-2 Type-3 Type-4 Total

RecurScan 0 122 106 4 232
HiddenCPG 0 122 2 0 124

popular, i.e., having at least 100 stars on GitHub. In all, the testing
set includes 92,499 PHP files and 15,334,595 line of codes.
Baselines. Given the high relevance to our work, we compare the
effectiveness and efficiency of RecurScan with HiddenCPG [6] in
detecting recurring vulnerabilities.
Environment. The experiments are run on a Ubuntu 20.04machine
with an Intel Xeon Gold 6242 processor and 245 GB memory.

4.2 Vulnerability Signatures (RQ1)

In this experiment, RecurScan successfully calculates 249 vulner-
able data-flow expressions and extracts 27 safe control-flow con-
straints from 173 known vulnerability patches. The results show
that the patches for arbitrary file operation vulnerabilities intro-
duce more safe constraints, while those for malicious code injection
vulnerabilities prefer to employ data-flow sanitization. As for the 11
patches that RecurScan failed to analyze, the causes are detailed
in Appendix A.

4.3 Vulnerabilities Detected (RQ2)

We apply RecurScan to the testing set with the constructed sig-
nature database. In all, RecurScan reported 251 distinct potential
vulnerabilities. Next, we will discuss the quality of these reports.
Report Verification. First, we manually investigated the identi-
fied vulnerabilities to confirm their exploitability. Given that this
process requires significant efforts, three authors have participated,
each with a minimum of 3 years of expertise in web security. For
each vulnerability report, the analyst will inspect and confirm its
exploitability by writing a PoC. Overall, we confirmed that 232/251
(92.43%) reports are indeed vulnerabilities, including 171 XSS, 55
SQLi, and 6 arbitrary file operations. The attackers can exploit these
vulnerabilities to compromise the corresponding applications, in-
cluding initiating denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, stealing confiden-
tial database records, and even uploading malicious PHP webshell
files to enable remote code execution. As of now, we have reported
these severe vulnerabilities to developers and received 174 CVEs.

Regarding the remaining 19 false positives, we break down the
reasons as follows: (1) 14 false positives were found in the dead
code of the target applications. Although these cases indeed exist
recurring vulnerabilities, they were not exploitable for being inac-
cessible in a running system; (2) 4 false positives that could only
be exploited under specific configuration (e.g., debug mode); (3) 1
false positive occurred where the developer modified the HTTP
request headers using the header() function, causing the access
to the vulnerable page to be treated as a file download, which in
turn prevented the exploitation of the vulnerability. In essence, all
of these false positives stem from the inherent challenges of static
analysis and may only be removed via dynamic analysis.
Clone Types. Clone type [1, 25, 27, 45, 46] is an important metric
used to evaluate the ability of an approach to tolerate code dif-
ferences when detecting recurring vulnerabilities. In general, it

Table 2: Effectiveness comparison.

Baseline TP FP FN Prec(%) Recall(%)

RecurScan 232 19 0 92.43 100.00
HiddenCPG 124 45 108 73.37 53.45

categorizes recurring vulnerabilities into the following four types
based on their code differences compared to known vulnerabilities:
• Type 1: Exact copy, only differences in white space and comments.
• Type 2: Same as type 1, but also variable renaming.
• Type 3: Same as type 2, but changing or adding a few statements.
• Type 4: Semantically identical, but not necessarily the same syn-
tax.

Therefore, we further analyzed the clone types of vulnerabilities de-
tected by RecurScan. Table 1 presents the clone types of identified
recurring vulnerabilities. The results demonstrate that RecurScan
effectively identifies vulnerabilities that fall into Type-2, Type-3,
and Type-4. The absence of Type-1 lies in RecurScan both con-
structs signatures and detects vulnerabilities in real-world applica-
tions. The source code of these applications indeed exhibits certain
syntax differences. However, we believe that if Type-1 were to oc-
cur, RecurScan would easily identify them based on its excellent
performance in detecting instances of other types.

Note that detecting Type-3 and Type-4 vulnerabilities is known
for its significant technical challenges [20, 25, 45, 46]. RecurScan
successfully detected 106 Type-3 clones and 4 Type-4 clones. This
achievement can be attributed to the symbolic and selective com-
parison method, which enables RecurScan to tolerate the code
changes while precisely matching the recurring vulnerabilities.

4.4 Comparison (RQ3)

In this experiment, we compared the effectiveness of RecurScan
and HiddenCPG in detecting recurring vulnerabilities. To ensure
fairness, both of them are applied to the testing set using the same
known vulnerability dataset. We compared their accuracy with two
metrics: precision and recall.
Ground Truth. Comparing the accuracy of each work requires a
comprehensive enumeration of all vulnerabilities within the testing
set, which is infeasible. Therefore, to ensure a fair comparison, we
construct a ground truth by aggregating all vulnerabilities detected
by both RecurScan and HiddenCPG in our testing set. Note that
each vulnerability involved in the ground truth was meticulously
examined by manually analyzing reported potential vulnerabilities
and confirming them as true positives. In total, the ground truth
consists of 232 vulnerabilities. It is worth noting that RecurScan
can detect all of these cases, showcasing its remarkable capability
in detecting recurring vulnerabilities.
Results Overview. The comparison results between RecurScan
and HiddenCPG are presented in Table 2. Overall, RecurScan
outperforms HiddenCPG by 25.98% in precision and 87.09% in
recall. Within the ground truth consisting of 232 vulnerabilities,
RecurScan accurately identifies all of them and reports only 19
false positives. While HiddenCPG, limited by strict graph matching,
detected only 124 true positives but also reported 45 false posi-
tives. This clearly demonstrates the advantages of RecurScan in
accurately detecting recurring vulnerabilities.
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False Positive Analysis. Given that HiddenCPG works on strict
graph matching, we were surprised by the high number of false
positives it reported, specifically 45 cases. After a rigorous analysis,
we identified that apart from 19 cases also reported by RecurScan,
HiddenCPG additionally detected 26 more false positives. The main
reason for this is that HiddenCPG uses the CPG of known vulner-
able code print_r($_GET["a"]) for isomorphic subgraph match-
ing. As a result, HiddenCPG could match many target codes like
print_r($_GET["a"], true) and report them as potential XSS vul-
nerabilities. In reality, though the code property graphs of these
target codes include the isomorphic vulnerable subgraphs, they
are not exploitable by attackers. The reason lies in that print_r
function has a "return" parameter, and when set to "true", the func-
tion returns the output $_GET["a"] as a string instead of printing
it, rendering it non-exploitable by attackers. Note that RecurScan
does not report these false positives because it compares each ex-
pression of the sink parameters in target applications with known
vulnerabilities.
False Negative Analysis. For 108 false negatives, we provide the
reasons why HiddenCPG failed to detect them. As illustrated in Ta-
ble 2, these false negatives consist of 104 Type-3 and 4 Type-4 clones,
exhibiting certain code differences compared to known vulnerabili-
ties. Blamed for the low tolerance to differences in subgraph match-
ing, HiddenCPG is unable to detect these vulnerabilities. In contrast,
RecurScan will not suffer from these false negatives thanks to the
symbolic and selective comparison method.

4.5 Efficiency (RQ4)

We evaluated the efficiency of RecurScan across the entire test-
ing set. In total, RecurScan took approximately 20 days and 14
hours to complete the task of vulnerability detection in 200 PHP
web applications. That is, each application took about 2.5 hours
to analyze on average. The primary time cost was attributed to
the analysis of symbolic tracking. More specifically, RecurScan
needs to calculate the symbolic expressions for all the potential
sink functions in the target program. However, such a heavy and
accurate analysis also enables RecurScan to tolerate the code dif-
ferences in the target applications, which finally achieves a superior
performance in detecting Type-3&4 recurring vulnerabilities.

In contrast, HiddenCPG completed the vulnerability detection
on the entire testing set in about 12 days and 2 hours (i.e., 1.5
hours per application). Although HiddenCPG is more efficient than
RecurScan, RecurScan detects significantly more vulnerabilities
than HiddenCPG. Considering that vulnerability detection is usu-
ally an offline task, we believe a stronger capability in vulnerability
detection is more favorable.

5 RELATEDWORK

Web Vulnerabilities Detection. In recent years, numerous tech-
niques have been proposed to automatically detect vulnerabilities
within web applications. A commonly used technique is static anal-
ysis [12, 14–16, 21, 28, 30, 32, 38, 40, 43], but it relies on expert-level
programming to represent various vulnerability patterns, which
is labor-intensive and prone to errors. Another well-known tech-
nique is dynamic analysis [17–19, 33, 34, 37, 41], which employs
crawling and fuzzing techniques to identify web vulnerability in a

black-box fashion. However, these approaches are often limited by
code coverage, which can result in many false negatives.
Vulnerable Code Clone Detection. There is a lot of existing work
focused on identifying recurring vulnerabilities by vulnerable code
clone detection. Zhou et al. [29] proposed CP-Miner to detect bugs
caused by inconsistent identifier renaming in code clones. Jang
et al. [20] introduced a token-based approach called ReDeBug to
locate unpatched code clones at the line-level granularity. Kim et
al. [25] presented VUDDY, a scalable approach for detecting vulner-
able code clones using several vulnerability-preserving abstraction
techniques. However, these works are primarily suited for detect-
ing Type-1 or Type-2 clones. While for Type-3 clones, Li et al. [27]
and Wi et al. [45] introduced CBCD and HiddenCPG, respectively.
These approaches detect vulnerabilities by solving a subgraph iso-
morphism problem. However, due to the inherent challenges of
subgraph matching, both of them still face numerous false posi-
tives and false negatives when matching the vulnerabilities. Xiao
et al. [46] proposed MVP, like RecurScan, takes security patches
as input and focuses on the differences between the vulnerable and
patched versions. However, its scope is limited by function-level
analysis, making it difficult to apply for inter-procedural detection.
The last one is Tracer [22], which is equipped with an existing
static analyzer [13]. To detect vulnerable code at the semantic level,
Tracer designs a series of low- and high-level features to represent
the characteristics of known vulnerabilities. However, as it is tai-
lored for C-based programs, adapting it for PHP web applications
can be less effective. Unlike these works, thanks to the symbolic
tracking and selective matching techniques, RecurScan can ex-
cel in Type-3 but also some Type-4 clone detection, albeit with a
trade-off in efficiency, which we consider acceptable.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed RecurScan, a novel approach designed
for accurately detecting recurring vulnerabilities with resilience to
code differences. RecurScan centers around security patches and
symbolic tracking techniques, matching recurring vulnerabilities
by comparing symbolic expressions and selective constraints with
known vulnerable code. This approach proves effective in tolerating
code differences while achieving precise matching results. Overall,
RecurScan successfully identified 232 recurring vulnerabilities
among 200 popular PHP applications, outperforming the state-of-
the-art approach by 25.98% in precision and 87.09% in the recall.
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A SIGNATURE DATABASE DETAILS

We break down the signature database automatically constructed
by RecurScan in Table 3.

Table 3: The overview of the signature database.

Type Classification Vuln Expressions Safe Constraints

Malicious Code Injection1 221 6
Arbitrary File Operation2 28 21

Total 249 27
1 Including XSS, SQL injection, command injection, etc.
2 Including arbitrary file inclusion, upload, write, read, and delete.

For the 11 patches that RecurScan failed to analyze, we con-
ducted a thorough investigation and found that all of them shared
the same root cause: the information provided by the patch modifi-
cations was insufficient to help identify the sinks of vulnerabilities.
The details are as follows:
• Global variables modification (7 patches). Patches in this cate-
gory fixed vulnerabilities by modifying the assignment of global
variables. However, since these variables can be used anywhere
in the program without data-flow edges in CPGs provided by
PHPJoern. This made it difficult for RecurScan to identify their
patch contexts and sinks based on these limited modifications.

• Class fields modification (4 patches). Some patches fixed vulnera-
bilities by modifying the values of class fields. Due to the inherent
challenges in the class def-use analysis, RecurScan was unable
to identify the sinks for these patches.

B HIDDENCPG SETUP

We follow the guidance and run HiddenCPG with three steps.
First, we use the command “python mkcpg.py <Code> <CPG>” to
convert the code of known vulnerabilities and target programs
into CPGs. Second, we use the command “python Extractor.py
<𝐶𝑃𝐺vuln> <vulnerable path>” to eliminate irrelevant nodes from

vulnerable CPGs. Finally, we leverage HiddenCPG to identify recur-
ring vulnerabilities by using the command: “python hiddencpg.py
<𝐶𝑃𝐺target> <𝐶𝑃𝐺vuln>”.

C DISCUSSION

Trade-off. To balance the pros and cons of complex control flows in
recurring vulnerability matching, we choose a trade-off approach.
Nevertheless, in the case of limited patches set, the constraints
automatically extracted by RecurScan may not be comprehensive
enough to cover all security measures, potentially leading to false
positives in vulnerability detection. However, this limitation can be
addressed in the future as the scale of patches continues to expand.
Vulnerability Scope. Although the prototype of RecurScan tar-
gets injection-based vulnerabilities, we argue that it could also be ap-
plied to other types of vulnerabilities. The workflow of RecurScan
revolves around the sources and sinks, which are most commonly
found in the causes of injection-based vulnerabilities but also occur
in some cases of broken access control. There have been several
existing work [31, 39] that model security-sensitive operations
as sinks (e.g., mysql_query) and analyze whether the sources are
properly checked when reaching these sinks. Such types of source-
to-sink vulnerabilities could also be included in our analysis scope.
Generalization. Our prototype of RecurScan is designed for PHP
applications. Nonetheless, note that source-to-sink vulnerabilities
can also arise in non-PHP web applications (e.g., Java and Node.js).
Therefore, the general approach for detecting recurring vulnerabili-
ties can be applied seamlessly to these systems. For the adaptation,
the end-users could re-implement all three modules with the corre-
sponding static analysis frameworks (e.g., Soot [42] for Java).
LLM-enhanced Vulnerability Detection. Identifying code snip-
pets with the same vulnerability semantics but entirely different
implementations is an inherent challenge in recurring vulnerabil-
ity detection. Although RecurScan has touched this challenge,
symbolic-based analysis techniques were still too heavyweight.
Fortunately, the rise of Large Language Model (LLM)-based ap-
proaches over the past year might bring some hope, as they excel
in efficiently understanding code semantics.
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